Enjoy these basketball-themed reads and popular titles

**After the Shot Drops**
by Randy Ribay
*Fiction.* Told from alternating perspectives, Bunny takes a basketball scholarship to an elite private school to help his family, leaving behind his best friend Nasir in their tough Philadelphia neighborhood.

**All This Time**
by Mikki Daughtry
*Fiction.* After a traumatic accident, Kyle feels lost until he meets Marley—who seems like the girl of his dreams—but as they grow closer he fears he is headed for another crash.

**As Long as the Lemon Trees Grow**
by Zoula Katouh
*Fiction.* Volunteering at a Syrian hospital, where she witnessed the wounded flooding through the doors, Salama manifests a physical embodiment of her fear in the form of an imagined companion and is torn between her loyalty to her country and her conviction to survive.

**Basketball: A Love Story**
by Jackie MacMullan
*Nonfiction.* A revelatory history of basketball, draws from hundreds of interviews with leading athletes, coaches, executives, and journalists from the NBA, WNBA, NCAA, and international leagues.

**Ducks: Two Years in the Oil Sands**
by Kate Beaton
*Graphic Novel.* The untold story of Canada, a country that prides itself on its egalitarian ethos and natural beauty while simultaneously exploiting both the riches of its land and the humanity of its people.
**The Fear**
by Natasha Preston
*Fiction.* Somebody in the town of Rock Bay has posted a 'share this post and your own deepest death fear' meme. Soon people start dying, and it seems that the meme is part of a plot to extract revenge on the high school students of Rock Bay.

**The Getaway**
by Lamar Giles
*Fiction.* When Karloff Country—one of the world's most famous resorts—suddenly offers the richest and most powerful families a safe haven from the nightmare outside its walls, Jay and his crew learn just how far they'll go to find out the truth and save themselves.

**I Must Betray You**
by Ruta Sepetys
*Fiction.* In a country governed by isolation, fear, and a tyrannical dictator, Cristian is blackmailed by the secret police to become an informer, but he decides to use his position to try to outwit his handler, undermine the regime, and expose to the world what is happening in his country.

**Juliet Takes a Breath**
by Gabby Rivera
*Graphic Novel.* Juliet, a self-identified queer, Bronx-born, Puerto Rican-American, comes out to her family to disastrous results the night before flying to Portland to intern with her feminist author icon.

**The Luminaries**
by Susan Dennard
*Fiction.* To reclaim her family's standing within the Luminaries—an ancient order standing between humanity and nightmares—Winnie must pass the hunter trials, entering a world of danger, lies, and betrayal where she must protect her town, her family, and her heart.

**Murder Among Friends**
by Candace Fleming
*Nonfiction.* Taking readers back to 1924, this shocking true-crime story follows two 18-year-old college students who kidnapped and murdered a child they both knew, their trial, and how a renowned defense attorney enabled them to avoid the death penalty.

**Teen Baking Bootcamp**
by Matthew Merrill
*Nonfiction.* Offers clear explanations and fun anecdotes to help aspiring bakers learn indispensable skills in the kitchen while making crowd-pleasing treats.